
Matthew 

Chapter 14:22-36 

Jesus Walking on the Water 
REVIEW: 

Many scholars believe Matthew is actually broken into 5 sections 

1. Sermon on the Mount = chapter 5-7 – for the multitudes 

2. Healings thru faith = chapters 8-9 culminating in chapter 10 = for Disciples, pulled into the Kingdom call 

3. Chapter 13 = parables, for both (chapter 14 – call to decision) 

4. Chapter 18 = teachings about the community of following Jesus 

5. Chapter 23-25 = almost like the second Sermon on the Mount before He dies  

 

* Review point of Parables 

1. Halakah or halakic teaching = generally defined as legal rulings 

2. Midrash = what we would call Biblical exposition or interpretation 

3. Haggadah 

* Review reference to Is. 6 passage from previous week 

* Review 6 parts: 

1. Prolegomenon – prepares = “To what may the matter be compared”, or  “The Kingdom of heaven is like…” 

2. Intro of the cast 

3. Plot of the story 

4. Conflict 

5. Conflict resolution 

6. Call to decision or application – quite often a call to repentance 

 

• Matthew 14:22-26 

• Mark 6:45-56 

• John 6:13-29 

* Talk about nuances that each Gospel adds 

 

Shades of the Exodus story – spring, Passover time, manna, 12 baskets, now Red Sea by walking on it 

Duet. 18:15 

Lake – 12 x 7 miles 

Around 3AM 

Jesus gets away, sends the disciples across to get rest, but also I think as a diversion 

Then in the middle of the night He sneaks out across the lake so no one can grab Him 

 

Interesting, the wind is up, not a rain storm like before though…getting blown off course 

Interesting they are headed to Bethsaida (Northeast) but end up in Genesserat (Northwest) 

Think they are actually blown off course 

 

First let’s look at Jesus going out and then we will look at Peter 

Why do the disciples seem to be more afraid of Jesus than the water? 

Only God controls the elements, and specifically the sea 

Hab. 3:15 You trampled on the sea with Your horses, On the surge of many waters 

Job 9:8 Who alone stretches out the heavens And tramples down the waves of the sea; 

 

Matthew leaves this out but in Mark. What does this mean, “…and He intended to pass them by?” 

All kinds of translations and commentary and ideas on this…never made sense to me 

How bad at this is He that He can get by unnoticed 

Remember in the earlier John story of the 5,000 it says Jesus Philip 

Doesn’t say that He was specifically testing 

 

Greek verb for pass by is parerchomai = when combined with divinity it refers to an epiphany 

Occurs only 2 times in the OT 

1. Exodus 33:19-34:7 – Moses asks God to show him His glory and God pass by with His back turned 

Moses shines for weeks as a result 



 

2. I Kings 19:11-12 – Elijah is at the foot of the cave, God tells Him He is about to “pass by” 

 

• Mark 6:51-52 

 

What does this mean? I expected it to say they didn’t understand because they didn’t learn anything form the stilling of 

the sea. 

These 2 incidents are somehow connected 

Jesus IS GOD…His creative miracle with the loaves and fishes proves it 

And here He, the very Presence of God passes by them…and they don’t see it 

HE IS GLOWING FOR HEAVEN SAKE 

Ever wonder how on earth they can see Him out in the sea at 3AM? 

 

• II Cor. 4:6 

 

Now let’s look at Peter 

What do you make of his request? Impressive? How do you know? 

No one else went 

When did Peter make his request? Why is that important? 

After Jesus calmed them down, made sure they knew it was Him, focused their attention on Him 

How did Peter get the idea that he could even do this? Jesus didn’t suggest it. 

WHY does Peter WANT to do this? Why does it even matter to him? 

Vs 32 says they got back into the boat. What does this probably mean? 

They walked back…Peter had already gone out a ways 

 

Is Jesus’ statement harsh? Is it accurate? 

What does it say to us? 

 

 


